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DISCLAIMER

THIS PRESENTATION AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO OR FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, JAPAN OR ANY OTHER JURISDICTION

WHERE SUCH DISTRIBUTION IS UNLAWFUL.

This presentation has been prepared and issued by and is the sole responsibility of Q-linea AB (the “Company”) and is being furnished to each recipient solely for its own information and in connection with the preliminary discussions in relation to the Company. For the purposes of this

disclaimer, “presentation” means these slides, their contents or any part of them, any oral presentation, any question or answer session and any written or oral materials discussed or distributed during the presentation meeting.

This presentation may not be copied, passed on, reproduced or redistributed, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, or disclosed by any recipient, to any other person (whether within or outside such person’s organisation or firm), and it may not be published anywhere, in whole or in part,

for any purpose or under any circumstances. It is expressly forbidden to disclose the information in this presentation to any other person.

This presentation reflects the situation/information as of the date hereof and has not been independently verified and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company, Carnegie Investment Bank AB (publ) (the “Manager”), any of their respective

affiliates or any of such persons’ respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation and no responsibility or liability is

assumed by any such persons for such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein.

This presentation contains summary information only and does not purport to be comprehensive and is not intended to be (and should not be used as) the sole basis of any analysis or other evaluation. The information set out in this presentation may be subject to updates, revisions,

verifications and amendments without notice and the information may thus change materially. None of the Company, the Manager, any of their respective affiliates or any of such persons’ respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers is under an obligation to update or

keep current the information contained in this presentation or to provide the recipient with access to any additional information that may arise in connection with it, and any opinions expressed in this presentation are subject to change without notice and none of them will have any liability

whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of this presentation or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation.

This presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation to purchase, sell or subscribe for any securities in any jurisdiction and neither the issue of the information nor anything contained herein shall form the

basis of or be relied upon in connection with, or act as an inducement to enter into, any investment activity. This presentation does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate any investment in the Company or any of its securities and should not be relied

upon to form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever.

This presentation is intended to present background information on the Company, its business and the industry in which it operates and is not intended to provide complete disclosure upon which an investment decision could be made. The merit and suitability of an investment in the

Company should be independently evaluated and any person considering such an investment in the Company is advised to obtain independent advice as to the legal, tax, intellectual property, accounting, financial, credit and other related advice prior to making an investment. The Company

has not decided whether to proceed with any transaction.

To the extent available and unless otherwise explicitly stated, the industry and market data contained in this presentation has come from official or third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein has been obtained from

sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable source, the Company has not independently verified the data

contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry and market data contained in this presentation originates from the Company's own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company’s management in the market in which the Company operates.

While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice. Accordingly, undue

reliance should not be placed on any of the industry or market data contained in this presentation.

This presentation is only addressed to and directed at persons in member states of the European Economic Area (“EEA”) who are qualified investors within the meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC), as amended (“Qualified Investors”). In addition, in the

UK, this presentation is addressed to and directed only at Qualified Investors who are persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the

“Order”), are persons who are high net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order or are persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons being referred to as “relevant persons”).

This presentation must not be acted on or relied on in the UK by persons who are not relevant persons and in any member state of the EEA other than the UK by persons who are not Qualified Investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this presentation relates is available only to

relevant persons in the UK and Qualified Investors in any member state of the EEA other than the UK and will be engaged in only with such persons.

This presentation and the information contained herein are not an offer of securities for sale and are not for publication or distribution in the US or to persons in the US (within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)), or any other

jurisdiction where such distribution or offer is unlawful, except to qualified institutional buyers (“QIBs”) as defined in Rule 144A under the Securities Act (“Rule 144A”). The Company does not intend to conduct a public offering of any securities in the US and the securities of the Company have

not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act and may not be offered or sold in the US without registration except to QIBs in reliance on Rule 144A or another exemption from, or in transactions not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Subject to certain

limited exceptions, neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or indirectly, into the US, its territories or possessions. Any failure to comply with the foregoing restrictions may constitute a violation of US securities laws.

Certain statements in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements, beliefs or opinions, including statements with respect to the Company’s business, financial condition and results of operations. These statements reflect the Company’s beliefs and current expectations and

involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur or may change in the future are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company's present and future business strategies and the environment the Company will operate in and are

subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially. Forward-looking statements involve inherent known and unknown risks, uncertainties and contingencies because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future and

may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Many of these risks and uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond the Company’s ability to control or estimate

precisely, such as future market conditions, currency fluctuations, the behaviour of other market participants, the actions of regulators and other factors such as the Company’s ability to continue to obtain financing to meet its liquidity needs, changes in the political, social and regulatory

framework in which the Company operates or in economic or technological trends or conditions. As a result, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future results, and no

representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Some of the information is still in draft form and will only be finalised, if legally verifiable, at a later date. Forward-looking statements speak only as of their date and the Company, the Manager, their

respective affiliates and any of such persons’ respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to supplement, amend, update or revise any of the forward-looking statements made herein, except where it would be required

to do so under applicable law.

The Manager is authorised by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Sw. Finansinspektionen) and is acting exclusively for the Company and no one else in connection with this presentation or any future transaction in connection with it. The Manager will not regard any other person

(whether or not a recipient of this presentation) as a client and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to their respective clients nor for the giving of advice in relation to any transaction, matter or arrangement referred to in this

presentation.

THIS PRESENTATION IS BEING DELIVERED IN CONNECTION WITH A PROPOSED MEETING WITH THE COMPANY AND NO COPY OF THE PRESENTATION WILL BE LEFT BEHIND AFTER THE MEETING. BY ATTENDING THE MEETING WHERE THIS PRESENTATION IS MADE, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND

BY THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS AND TO MAINTAIN ABSOLUTE CONFIDENTIALITY REGARDING THE INFORMATION DISCLOSED IN THIS PRESENTATION.

Disclaimer 



33Source: Company information.

Q-linea 4th quarter

Introduction to the company

USD FDA 

Breakthrough device

Key achievements in 2023

• Built a strong distribution partnership network  in key geographies in EU

• Started commercially focused subsidiaries in USA and Italy

• Supported several customer ASTar evaluations in EU and US

• Results are coming in strong, and trigger increased tender activity

• Started Health economic multicentre study in Italy

• Interim results to be presented at AMCLI 9th March 2024

Important activities after period end

• First tender win in Italy

• ASTar was technically superior to competing systems

• Extended the Gram-negative panel in EU with MER-VAB

• Final stage of FDA review and clearance of ASTar in US coming closer

• Expecting to submit for NTAP dedicated reimbursement for US market in 
Q1 – 2024

• Initiated 2nd restructuring and cost savings program to reduce 
development costs and enable focus on commercial activities

Geographical presenceOverview

USA

Active markets

Lead product ASTar®

Q-linea is developing disruptive solutions for faster infectious disease diagnostics, first product 

targeting sepsis



Stuart Gander comes in as new CEO & President

Stuart Gander

CEO & President from March 1st 2024

Selected experience:

4

+17 years’ experience in global medtech industry and across diagnostics 

sector. History of strategic and operational creativity and supporting 

teams during high-growth and market change

Inspired to make a difference through improved health outcomes and energised 

by building & leading high-talent teams

Immediate focus: build on the spirit and legacy of Q-linea innovation & 

engineering prowess while bringing a global and value-oriented mindset to 

accelerating commercial growth



Why is improved infectious disease diagnostics important?

Source: 1. JAMA. 2014;312(1):90-92. 2. Clinical Infectious Diseases ciy342, https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciy342, , Fleischmann et al, Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2016 Feb 1;193(3):259-72, Company estimates 

3. http://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov /reports/ statbriefs/sb204-Most-Expensive-Hospital-Conditions.pdf. 4. Patel et al, J Clin Microbiol. 2017 Jan; 55(1): 60–67., ECCMID 2017, poster OS1033, Andreassen et al. Cost-effectiveness of MALDI-TOF and rapid antimicrobial susceptibility testing for high-risk patients, Huang et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2013 Nov; 

57(9): 1237-45. 5. Tackling drug-resistant infections: Final report and recommendations. Review on Antimicrobial Resistance. Web. 2016

#1 hospitalization cost in the US with over $24bn yearly3)

Leading cause of death in U.S. hospitals1)

More common than lung, prostate and breast-cancer combined

Kills >500,000 people yearly in the EU and US2)

Every 3 seconds someone dies of sepsis worldwide

Rapid diagnostics could reduce mortality with up to 40%4)

~50% of all patients receive inappropriate treatment

~20% dies before current diagnostic provide results

In 2050, ~10,000,000 are expected to die if we do not act now

In 2016, ~700,000 people died due to AMR5)

Rapid diagnostics would reduce unnecessary prescription

>65 % of all prescribed antibiotics for respiratory issues are unnecessary5)

Sepsis Antimicrobial Resistance

5

Has been presented as 

“The biggest threat to mankind”



Up to 48 hours faster actionable results
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Overnight

incubation

Susceptibility 

Determination

(AST) 

A broad panel, >25 antibiotics

Enable start of AST AND ID at 

the same time



Large addressable market for rAST from blood cultures

Source: Management account on estimated annual addressable market volume, US + CE + APAC, estimated volume in 2025

1) Blood from positive blood culture

Key: Primary markets Other interesting markets Markets recognizing CE/IVD marking

Positive blood cultures 1)

20M

Assume 20% eligible for 

testing with rAST 1)

4M test

If equally divided by selected current 

rAST providers

1M test

Outpatient

Isolates2)

~80M

Lower respiratory tract infection

Respiratory 

Bronchoalveolar lavage1)

1.6M

Complicated urinary tract infections

Urine tests2)

10.9M

Additional opportunities

And large follow-up market for other samples

7

Sepsis



Semi-automatic:

ASTar combines:

• Fully-automatic. Less than 2 min hands-on time

• Random access

• High throughput – 12 samples in parallel

• Fastidious & non-fastidious bacteria
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Q-linea ASTar BC G-

Company 1
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Company 3

Source: 1) Company survey is based on commercially available systems in the EU market, overview Jan 2025 with regards to number of antibiotics and concentration ranges

With the broadest G- panel (antibiotics & ranges) & flexible consumable

support1

ASTar bring a broad panel, full automation and ease of use in one system

Time to actionable results is key in sepsis diagnostics

8

Fully-automatic:



Commercialisation footprint – 2023 was important to create a strong footprint in EU and the USA

We started 2023 with commercial activity in Sweden – and with a competitive 

product

Active market

9

We closed 2023 with a strong distribution network in all key geographies in EU 

and with two subsidiaries in Italy and USA

Q-linea S.r.l based in Milan
Active markets

Q-linea Inc. USA



Large multicentre evaluation in Germany and UK

Covered 500 ASTar determinations on routine clinical samples

Compared against both Sensititre ,Vitek® and multipoint

ASTar´s panel covered 98.7% of all organisms included in the 

study

“ASTar fits right into our 
processes and systems”

Robert Price, Senior Biomedical 

Scientist, Whiston Hospital, UK

ASTar performs well in customer evaluations

rAST is a new field in Europe and all customers want to try before they commit

10



Source: Company information and webpage

Add sample 

barcode 

Click “start” Scan barcode

Load AST disc

Click “Start run”

Add sample

Less than 2 minutes hands on 

time from blood culture bottle 

to start a run

Minimal training required

ASTar enables anyone at the lab to load samples anytime

11



ASTar EU-IVDR Gram negative panel – the broadest AST panel in EU*

336 reaction wells in a 120 mm CD format. 

10 different sectors

i.e. fastidious and non-fastidious conditions.

ASTar Instrument and ASTar BC G- Kit are CE IVDR-marked but not FDA 

510(k)-cleared and not available for sale in the United States.

*Company information based on competitor analysis January 2025 and 

with regards to number of antibiotics and concentration ranges

ASTar AST disc:

12



Tor Vergata tender outcome,

Quote value € Financial score Technical score Total score Rank 

bioMérieux 439,619 30 52.13 82.13 2

Quantamatrix 588,750 22.4 49.6 72 3

Accelerate Diagnostics 0 n.a.

Q-linea 598,000 22.05 64.83 86.88 1

ASTar wins the first public tender for rAST in Italy

The rAST market is starting to move in Europe

Today more than 15 rAST systems are in tender preparation or has been recently announced

Italy is moving first, driven by high patient need and early Q-linea activities to open the market

13



Source: Company information

The US market is coming closer

USA – Q-linea Inc.

14

FDA discussions indicates that we are coming closer to clearance (approval)

• Final details are discussed but no major questions or concerns

Most important market due to size and demonstrated to be more mature for rAST than Europe

• Two Early Access customers and several in pipeline 

• Positive initial feedback

• Important to build the US market in 2024

• Similar strategy as Europe – let ASTar perform in hands of key market leaders

Will initially be approached using internal sales force & regional office

• Discussions with distribution partnership ongoing to extend coverage

In final stage for New-Technology-Add on Payment (NTAP) application

• If approved, it would enable customers to receive dedicated and additional 

reimbursement when using ASTar

• Will be valid for three years

• NTAP application was enabled by FDA breakthrough device classification of ASTar



Way forward for Podler

Several business opportunities are being evaluated

After the period end the board decided to place the Podler asset in a 

separate company

• Fully owned subsidiary

• Purpose is to enable continuation of ongoing business discussions

• Enable separate focus for both for Podler and ASTar

• Maximize value for Q-linea shareholders

15



We are expecting an interesting conference at AMCLI

Q-linea will host a workshop at Italian Association for Clinical Microbiology

Two interesting session at the workshop 9th March 2024

• Prof. Alexia Verroken, from Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc, 

Brussels 

• Comparative analysis of Q-linea’s ASTar system with two other rapid 

AST technologies, providing insights into user-friendliness, 

performance, and clinical impact of each approach. 

• Prof. Maurizio Sanguinetti, from Universitá Cattolica del Sacro 

Cuore, Rome 

• Presentation of interim data from the ongoing Lifetimes health 

economics study, including 160 prospective ICU patients with 

bloodstream infections.  

16



Source: Company data 

On market and

in development

Product 3 to 5 years1 to 3 years
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Direct from blood draw 

ID and AST analysis
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Extended panels 
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Expansion

Isolates

The board has decided to place 

Podler in a separate subsidiary 

to determine the commercial 

pathway going forward

Unique technology enables disruptive expansion pipeline & opportunities
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Consolidated statement of profit and loss

Fourth quarter:

• Lower sales than anticipated due to slower conversion of sales funnel/longer 

lead times

• Operating result SEK -55,4 million (-59,6) or -18.5M on average per month

• -19.5M on average for the first nine months

• Improvement thanks to lower “Other external expenses”

• Improved financial net (excess cash invested, higher interest rates)

• The company reported a loss after tax of SEK -54.2 million (-63.7)

• -229.4 (-268.7) for the full year

• Earnings per share amounted to -0.46 (-2.18), before and after dilution

• -2.18 (-9.20) for the full year 2023

Figures in parentheses refer to the outcome for the corresponding period in the preceding year with respect to earnings 

and cash flow and to the closing balance in the preceding financial year with respect to the balance sheet.

Source: Company information.
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Consolidated statement of financial position - end of fourth quarter

• Cash and cash equivalents amounted to SEK 81.9 million (72.9)

• Remaining loan facility from main owner of SEK 41.5 million (0)

• Total: SEK 123.4 million availale funds Dec 31, 2023.

• Inventories amounted to SEK 46.5 million (42.3)

• Instruments large part

• Equity amounted to SEK 189.6 million (163.2)

Figures in parentheses refer to the outcome for the corresponding period in the preceding year with respect to earnings and 

cash flow and to the closing balance in the preceding financial year with respect to the balance sheet.

Source: Company information.
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Future financing

Source: Company information.

• Q-linea does not yet generate positive cash flow from its operations

• Q-linea reported that we do not have “going concern”

• As previously stated we have a total of SEK 123.4 millions in available funds at year 

end and an average operating result of SEK -18.5 million in the fourth quarter. 

• A large restructuring (cost savings plan has been implemented, full effect as from 

Q3 2023

• Early commercialisaton phase → Engaged in pursuing alternative financing options

• Licensing of distribution and sales rigts

• Strategic partnerships

• Capitalisation of existing assets within Q-linea

• Negotiations with new and existing investors, financiers, lenders

• It is the BoD assessment that the group successfully will be able to finance 

company operations going forward



Q-linea wants to 

contribute to a healthier 

society by future-proofing 

a new generation of 

healthcare professionals, 

labs and hospitals

Thank you!
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